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Past tense verbs list regular and irregular

This is our tool for searching among irregular verbs in English. Although the conjugation of verbs in English is simpler than in French, there are exceptions.To become bilingual, it is essential to know the list of the main irregular verbs by heart. There are techniques for memorizing them. What is an irregular verb? It is a verb that does not follow the
common conjugation pattern. The English language has at least 200 irregular verbs.As a reminder, to conjugate a verb in the past tense in English, you have to add "ed" at the end.For example : "to like" => "She liked" How to memorize irregular verbs? To learn the verbs we advise you to use the four-column table above. You will then just have to
hide certain columns and try to guess them.You will not be able to learn all 200 verbs in one day. The technique we recommend is to learn 10 verbs per day, preferably 15 minutes in the morning. In the evening before going to bed, it is important to work on these verbs again. By using this method, you can learn all the irregular verbs without forcing
in about 20 days. What do the columns in the table correspond to? The first column is the infinitive. The infinitive is distinguished by "To" like "To buy" or "To dive". The second column corresponds to the preterite of the verb. It is when the action took place in the past tense and is finished. The third column corresponds to the past participle of the
verb. It is when the action is finished, but still has a connection with the present tense. A variety of English grammar notes and rules including charts and examples for beginner to advanced level students. Learn Grammar VerbPast TensePast Participle arise arose arisen awake awoke awoke be was, were been bear bore borne beat beat beaten
become became become begin began begun bend bent bent bet bet bet bind bound bound bite bit bitten bleed bled bled blow blew blown break broke broken bring brought brought build built built burst burst burst buy bought bought catch caught caught choose chose chosen come came come cost cost cost creep crept crept cut cut cut deal dealt
dealt dig dug dug dive dived, dove dived do did done draw drew drawn dream dreamed, dreamt dreamed, dreamt drink drank drunk drive drove driven eat ate eaten fall fell fallen feed fed fed feel felt felt VerbPast TensePast Participle fight fought fought find found found fit fitted, fit fitted, fit flee fled fled fling flung flung fly flew flown forbid forbade
forbidden forget forgot forgotten, forgot forgive forgave forgiven freeze froze frozen get got got, gotten give gave given go went gone grow grew grown hang (to put to death) hanged hanged hang (a picture) hung hung have had had hear heard heard hide hid hidden hit hit hit hold held held hurt hurt hurt keep kept kept kneel kneeled, knelt kneeled,
knelt knit knitted knitted know knew known lay laid laid lead led led leave left left lend lent lent let let let lie (recline) lay lain lie (tell a falsehood) lied lied light lighted, lit lighted, lit lose lost lost VerbPast TensePast Participle make made made mean meant meant meet met met pay paid paid plead pleaded pled prove proved proved, proven put put put
quit quit quit read read read ride rode ridden ring rang rung rise rose risen run ran run say said said see saw seen seek sought sought sell sold sold send sent sent set set set sew sewed sewed, sewn shake shook shaken shine (glow) shone shone shine (rub) shined shined shoot shot shot show showed showed, shown shrink shrank shrunk shut shut
shut sing sang sung sink sank sunk sit sat sat slay slew slain sleep slept slept slide slid slid slit slit slit speak spoke spoken VerbPast TensePast Participle spend spent spent spin spun spun spit spat, spit spat, spit split split split spread spread spread spring sprang sprung stand stood stood steal stole stolen stick stuck stuck sting stung stung stink
stank stunk stride strode stridden strike (hit) struck struck string strung strung swear swore sworn sweep swept swept swell swelled swollen swim swam swum swing swing swung take took taken teach taught taught tear tore torn tell told told think thought thought throw threw thrown understand understood understood wake up woke up waked up,
woken up wear wore worn wed wed wed weep wept wept welcome welcomed welcomed wet wet wet win won won wring wrung wrung write wrote written Past tense verbs show what has already happened. However, the past tense can look quite different between regular and irregular verbs. Keep reading to find past tense verb lists with regular and
irregular verbs conjugated into the past tense, as well as many helpful examples of each type of verb. past tense verbs example What you may know most commonly as the past tense is also called the past simple or the simple past tense. Regular verbs all tend to take on the same sort of endings in the past tense, while irregular verbs typically vary.
The past tense verbs list below shows verbs conjugated into both past tense and future tense forms, while the irregular verb chart displays verbs in past tense and past participle forms. In addition, regular verbs are also conjugated into their future tense form, while the irregular verbs are shown in their past participle forms too. Regular verbs follow
a predictable, traditional pattern when conjugating into other verb tenses. There are three patterns you can use when writing a verb in past tense. adding -ed - for verbs that end in a consonant blend or vowel team and consonant, such as owned, guarded and feareddoubling the last consonant and adding -ed - for verbs that end in a single vowel and
consonant, such as dropped, grinned and huggedadding only -d - for verbs that end in a silent -e, such as named, ruled and stared There are some exceptions to these rules, such as verbs that end in -c (add a -ked in past tense like picnicked or panicked), but for the most part, you conjugate all regular verbs in these three ways. Refer to the 21-page
downloadable PDF document below when double-checking your spelling and conjugation.View & Download PDF A great way to understand verb conjugation is to read them in the context of a sentence. Each example sentence below demonstrates the present tense, past tense and future tense of the same word. Notice how they follow the three rules
listed above. Example 1: They ask a lot of questions. (present tense)They asked a lot of questions. (past tense)They will ask a lot of questions. (future tense) Example 2: Joe bats a .300. (present tense)Joe batted a .300. (past tense)Joe will bat a .300. (future tense) Example 3: Jane dreams of becoming an actor. (present tense)Jane dreamed of becoming
an actor. (past tense)Jane will dream of becoming an actor. (future tense) Example 4: The dog jumps for joy. (present tense)The dog jumped for joy. (past tense)The dog will jump for joy. (future tense) Example 5: You own a Cadillac. (present tense)You owned a Cadillac. (past tense)You will own a Cadillac. (future tense) Once you know the rules for
regular verbs, you’ll be able to conjugate them into all sorts of tenses. But for irregular verbs, the rules don’t exactly reply. While regular verbs follow a standard conjugation pattern, irregular verbs are a series of exceptions. The only way to know how to conjugate a given irregular verb is to memorize the variations. Study these irregular verbs in the
downloadable PDF format below, including their corresponding past tense and past participle forms.View & Download PDF Just as with regular verbs, irregular verbs are best understood in the context of a sentence. But unlike regular verbs, seeing the progression between tenses isn’t always easy to predict. Read the examples below to see how many
irregular verbs you know. Example 1: Terrence beats the drum. (present tense)Terrence beat the drum. (past tense)Terrence has beaten the drum. (past participle) Example 2: Janine and Jessica catch fish in the river. (present tense)Janine and Jessica caught fish in the river. (past tense)Janine and Jessica have caught fish in the river. (past participle)
Example 3: Rocky fights with a lot of heart. (present tense)Rocky fought with a lot of heart. (past tense)Rocky has fought with a lot of heart. (past participle) Example 4: You forget your password? (present tense)You forgot your password? (past tense)Have you forgotten your password? (past participle) Example 5: They meet for lunch every week.
(present tense)They met for lunch every week. (past tense)They have met for lunch every week. (past participle) Although these past tense verb charts have covered a number of different verbs and their tenses, there are thousands of verbs in the English language. If you are not sure what word to use, double check the definition of the verb and
review its past tense forms. Take a look at another verbs chart that includes singular and plural verbs for subject-verb agreement. Staff Writer Swim, Swam and Swum: Quick Grammar Rules to Get It Right Knowing how to properly express the past tense of the word swim can be a bit confusing. In some cases, swam is the correct option, while swum
is the proper choice in others. Discover what you need to know in order to make an informed selection between swam vs. swum in both written and spoken communication, as well as what to avoid. Past Tense Verbs: Forms and Use Understanding how to form past tense verbs correctly doesn't have to be a difficult task. With a few exceptions, English
verbs follow reliable rules that you can learn to describe events that have already happened. You'll know how to use the past forms of the verbs, including past perfect, past progressive and past perfect progressive, in no time!
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